
Bird Eggs  
Pop-Up Card Sample 



Thank you  

for your order! 

I hope that you will enjoy using this printable material.  

Please, remember that it is meant for personal or educational non-

commercial use only. Do not sell, modify or distribute through other web-

sites.  If you find it useful and want to share it with someone, send them a 

link to Adventure in a Box! I’ll appreciate that very much. 

If you experience a problem with this file, please let me know, and I will do 

my best to fix it. I also enjoy seeing my materials in use, so if you share it on 

social media, do tag me! My social media accounts are below. 

Visit our website or join our mailing list to 

receive the latest updates on our projects 

and promotions! We have something new 

and fun happening every week.  

All the best, 

Liska 

https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/
https://facebook.com/adventureinabox
http://instagram.com/adventureinabox
https://pinterest.com/adventureinabox
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEp-l5ETUOpPoiRj4uvnQYw
https://adventure-in-a-box.com
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/newsletter-subscription/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/newsletter-subscription/


How to Make Pop-up Cards 

Make one of the pop-up cards, each featuring an egg with a bird inside.   

1. Cut out the parts.  

2. Fold the egg and the hinge. The egg gets folded in half, so that the coloured sides face outward.  

3. All of the dotted lines on the pop-up hinge also get folded, in the same direction, as shown on the card.  

4. Glue the parts together, either with a glue stick, white glue, or hot glue. Hint: The first step in gluing is to 

establish the position for the pop-up hinge, which can be found easily if the egg and hinge folds are all at 

90° angles. Glue the hinge tabs, and place the hinge inside the egg.  

5. Once the hinge is securely in place, glue the bird to it, so that the bird fits entirely inside the egg when 

closed, and so that the bird it high enough on the hinge to ensure that it opens and closes without bind-

ing. 

Would you like twelve more 

pop-up card templates? A 

poster with various bird eggs, 

to scale? A memory/

matching game that features 

birds and their eggs alongside 

with information cards about 

birds’ parental habits? Check 

out our full Bird Egg Activity 

Pack. 

 

And if you would like to have 

a comprehensive bird study, 

with multiple printable 

games, crafts and STEM activ-

ities, take a look at our Bird 

Educational Bundle. 

https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/product/bird-eggs-activity-pack/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/product/bird-eggs-activity-pack/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/product/birds-educational-bundle/
https://www.adventure-in-a-box.com/product/birds-educational-bundle/


1. Cut out the egg, bird, and paper 

strip. 

2. Fold the egg in half, and fold the 

paper strip on the dotted lines. 

3. Tape or glue the parts together, 

as shown. 

Eurasian Nuthatch Pop-Up Card 
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1. Cut out the egg, bird, and paper 

strip. 

2. Fold the egg in half, and fold the 

paper strip on the dotted lines. 

3. Tape or glue the parts together, 

as shown. 

American Robin Pop-Up Card 
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